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Mining the hidden treasures from canid genomes

Mining genetic variation including structural variation from
mammalian genomes is a crucial step towards investigating the
relationship between genotype and phenotype. However, com-
pared to the detection of single nucleotide variants and small
indels, characterizing large and particularly complex structural
variation ismuchmore difficult and less intuitive [1]. In the past
few years, the application of high-throughput-sequencing tech-
nologies has greatly facilitated the decoding of canid genomes
and unveiled their genetic repertoire and domestication histo-
ries [2–5]. However, the genetic landscape of canid structural
variation and how are they involved in dog domestication are
still poorly understood.

In the paper, Wang et al. presented high-quality draft
genomes of the grey wolf (Canis lupus) and dhole (Cuon alpi-
nus), and then identified a large number of dog-specific struc-
tural variants [6]. Functional annotation of the genes associated
with these dog-specific structural variants indicates that they are
enriched in energymetabolisms, neurological processes and im-
mune systems. Interestingly, the authors found that AKR1B1,
encoding an enzyme that catalyses the reduction of glucose to
sorbitol using NAD(P) H as a cofactor, was duplicated in the
dog genome. They speculated that the copy number gain of
AKR1B1geneduring dogdomesticationmaybe associatedwith

dogs’ adaption fromacarnivorousdiet to a starchdiet.This study
provides a rich resource of canid structural variants and shed
novel insights into the genetic basis of dog domestication.
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